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1. I~vTR~DUCTI~N 
The motion of an electrically conducting fluid in the presence of magnetic 
field presents some new features which do not arise in absence of the coupling 
between electromagnetic and flow field; for instance, the inherent anisotropy 
present in magneto-fluid dynamics. Further, in the absence of magnetic 
field, any disturbance in an incompressible fluid is instantaneously transmit- 
ted, whilst in magnetohydrodynamics of incompressible fluid these travel with 
finite speed. When compressibility effects are considered, the presence of 
magnetic field gives rise to multiplicity of speed of propagation of “weak” 
disturbances. In the same manner, magnetic field gives rise to three modes of 
propagation of “strong” disturbances (shocks) in contrast to a single type 
in ordinary gas dynamics. When the fluid is considered incompressible, the 
presence of magnetic field admits the possibility of shocks whereas these are 
inadmissible otherwise. It is this aspect that we shall be concerned with in 
this paper. 
In hydrodynamics of ideal incompressible fluids, the “strong” or “weak” 
discontinuities that can occur are of “contact” type only. “Strong” implies 
that velocity and pressure are discontinuous, while “weak” means only their 
derivatives are discontinuous. By “wave” or “contact” type of discontinuity 
is meant whether there is mass flow across the surface or not. 
When the fluid is electrically conducting, and is embedded in a magnetic 
field, wave types of strong and weak discontinuities are also possible. The 
weak ones then correspond to Alfven waves, and their propagation has been 
discussed in [l]. We shall discuss in this paper the propagation of a strong 
wave type discontinuity (usually referred to as a shock). The discussion will 
be based on the compatability conditions as given by Thomas [2]. Since the 
speed of propagation of a hydromagnetic shock is the same as that of Alfven 
wave, we shall obtain the conditions under which the propagation of a 
hydromagnetic shock can be looked upon as of a “strong-Alfven wave.” 
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2. FLOW EQUATIONS AND SHOCK RELATIONS 
The flow equations of hydromagnetic of incompressible fluids, devoid of all 
dissipative mechanism can be written as 
aB,=,v. -vB 
at k r.k k 8-k; 
1 av. p at L + vkvi,k f P,i f p-‘{Bak,i - BkB,,k} = 0, (2.3) 
where vi denotes the velocity compoments, Bi the components of magnetic 
induction, p the pressure, t the time, p and p being constant density and 
magnetic permeability, respectively. The above equations are referred to a 
system of Cartesian Coordinates xi (i = 1,2,3), and “comma” denotes par- 
tial differentiation. 
Let .Z denote a moving shock surface, whose equation is given by 
xi = &(ul, u2, t), where ul, u2 are the surface coordinates. The discontinuities 
across the shock, denoted by [ 1, are given by 
G-v,+=% 
42 
n + PiGI 0 -=, 
2cL 
mivi = 0; &Vi = 0; f&=-T&&, (2.5) 
where li = [oil, mi = [BJ, n = [p], and G is the velocity of .Z normal to 
itself. In the above equations v,, = vivi , where vi are the direction cosines 
of the unit normal to Z, directed from rear side to the front side, the front 
side is taken as that in which shock is moving. The direction cosines of the 
unit normal obviously satisfy the following relations: vivi = 1; xj,gj = 0. 
In the above relations, and in what follows, the Greek letters OL or /I denote 
the surface coordinates of Z, and have the range 1, 2; and a comma followed 
by Latin or Greek letter denotes partial differentiation with respect to the 
space or surface coordinates respectively. 
3. SPECIAL RELATIONS 
The first order compatibility conditions across Z are (Thomas [2]) 
[Wi.j] = &Vj + g”Bzi.~xj.pi set, [ 1 szi at = --iG+E, (3.1) 
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[Bi,j] = (pj + ~"'TIz,,,x~,~; 
SBi [. 1 iit = - 5iG + 2 (3.2) 
[p,j] = [vj + g”‘n,,xj,s; [ 1 $ = - fG + E , (3.3) 
where hi , 5% , 6 are functions defined over Z. In the above relations g@ are 
the components of the first fundamental form of Z, and the S-operator stands 
for differential following the wave. 
If P and Q are two functions discontinuous across L’, then the discon- 
tinuity in the product PQ is given by 
PQI = PdQl + Qd’l - [PI [Ql 
where the suffix 2 in the above, and in what follows, denotes the value on the 
front side of Z. The above result, together with the relevant relations from 
(3.1) to (3.3), yields the following relations 
[Bkvi,J = Btdbk + k”@h,aXk,~) + (pi,& mk - mkgapLi.axk,~; (3.4) 
b&.kl = %k(h’lc + f@‘%.ct%.~) + (Bi,& hc - lkga*%.aXk.B; (3.5) 
[&Br,i] = BPk(Skvi -k k?@%,&,p) -k (Bk,& mk - mk(&vi -b $LBmk,axi,,& 
(3.6) 
[WLJ = Bd’hz -k Ph,dk,d i- mdBi,& - mkga’mi.axk$3; 
[vkvi.k] = vZk(hivk + ga’zi,axk.,J3) + zk(vi,k)Z - zk~a~li,czXk,~ I 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
where B,, = (BJ, and vzi = (vi)a . Since the state of the medium in which Z 
is moving should be known beforehand, accordingly, the quantities with 
suffix 2 shall supposed to be known. 
From the second relation of (2.4), the following result easily follows 
% 01 = dmkmkea - &kmk.a - (Bk.& mk>. (3.9) 
4. VARIAT& IN STRENGTH OF SHOCK 
Equations (2.1) to (2.3) with (2.5), and the relevant relations from (3.1) 
to (3.9), yield 
&Vi + f@li,aXi,@ = 0; 5ivt + g*m, CZX~ p , . = 0, (4.1) 
PP 2 + B&i + 6% - diid(&.A + 6 (vi,dd 4c 
(4.2) 
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+ (B,,i)z mk - mk(Bi.kh + l-@~,a%,~ + ,+fSv2kXk,&.~ 
+ i?-‘&c%,a%.@ - gaSm$?lk,aXi,~ - g”BB2kX&?li,, = 0. (4.3) 
From (4.1) and the last relation of (2.5) we have 
&Vi + l/pEl Api = 0. (4.4) 
Multiply (4.2) and (4.3) by vi , sum over the repeated index, and subtract 
the resulting equations to get 
(d + &dk - mkck) = - {2P/J(vj,& bj + (Bk,j)z mkvi) 
in view of (4.4). 
(4.5) 
Equation (4.3) with (4.5) reduces to 
PCL $ - Bn(L + dE&) - 2Pdvj,k)2 lkV+‘i + ‘I& lk(Bi,k), 
f f’dvi.kh II, + gaBXk$ 6 (fi %k + Bzk) li,, + mk(Bk,i), 
- (Bk,i)z f%J’jVi - gnBmk(Bk,ah Xi.0 = 0. (4.6) 
But 
&‘dl’mkxi,s(Bk.& = L?@%(&,ih Xj,aXi,@ 
= Bd&,h - %(Bk,j)z ViVj 
in view of the relation [3] 
g@Xj,aXi,e = 6, - ViVj , aij being Kronecker S. 
Therefore the last three terms in (4.6) cancel out, and the resulting equa- 
tion when added to (4.2) 1’ e iminates hi and ci , giving a relation for the varia- 
tion of li as 
~~ 2 - d% (vj,kc)2 lkvivj + PQk,&Bzk + 6 %k) 1i.a = 0. (4.7) 
If .Z propagates in a fluid at rest in presence of a uniform magnetic field, 
then (4.7) becomes 
!zL-L-L. fBxk pB,kli oL 
St 2/pL 
(4.8) 
(4.8) now relates the variations in the yumps’ of velocity components as the 
shocks propagates. In view of the relation mi = - 2/pTli , the variation in 
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jumps of the components of magnetic field satisfy the corresponding rela- 
tionship 
s”i=-L-A. PXk $2r% Lx 
St Gi 
We define the shock “strength” I* by I* = fli, then I* must be different 
from zero, otherwise all Zi shall vanish if I* equals zero. Further, from (2.4) 
and (2.5), it follows that n and all mi become zero if all Zi vanish, and this 
shall contradict our basic assumption that Z is a shock surface. 
Multiply (4.7) by Zi , then the variations in the shock “strength” I* satisfy 
the relationship 
(4.9) gives a relationship between the rate of change of shock strength along the 
normal trajectories of Z and the surface derivatives of shock strength. However, 
except for the plane wave discussed below, the speed of propagation of .Z 
shall be different at different points of the shock. Therefore the successive 
positions of .Z shall not be parallel surfaces. Further, (4.9) involves the geo- 
metry of the shock surface which would change as 2 propagates. Thus (4.9) 
is not sufficient to determine the variation of the shock strength. 
Consider the case when .Z is a plane surface at an instant, and is moving 
in a fluid at rest with a uniform magnetic field present. Under this assump- 
tion, G, the velocity of shock in the normal direction, shall be constant along 
Z. But we have the relation, derived by Thomas [2, 31 
Thus under the assumptions made, we have 
that is, the normal trajectories of successive positions of .Z shall be straight lines. 
Hence a plane shock would propagate as a plane shock. Further, if we make the 
natural assumption for the plane Z that the strength 1* is constant, at t = 0, 
over the shock surface, then at that instant, (4.9) gives 
a* s22* - - = . . . = 0. 37 - at2 (4.10) 
But the successive positions of .Z are parallel planes, therefore (4.10) yields 
dl* d21* -zzz 
do 
- = .-a = 0 
da2 
at a=0 
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where u is the distance along the normal trajectories of Zmeasured from the 
position at t = 0 in the direction of propagation. From (4.11), we get the 
result: a plane hydromagnetic shock, moving in a uniform medium at rest, pro- 
pagates without any variation in its shock strength. 
The speed of propagation and the “jump” conditions for a hydromagnetic 
shock (strong discontinuity) are analogous to the corresponding relations 
for the weak discontinuities (Alfven wave). But the relation (4.9) for the 
variation of the “strength,” in general, is not analogous to the corresponding 
relation for the weak discontinuity [4]. H owever, in the particular case when 
vak = 0 and B, k is constant, the relations for the variation in the “strength” 
of Alfven wave (weak discontinuity) and hydromagnetic shock become 
identical (see [I], [4]). Thus hyd romagnetic shocks propagate as “strong 
Alfven wave,” only when moving in a jluid at rest with a uniform magnetic jield. 
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